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NOTE: 

 

1. General checks and balances on hospital managers assumed for delegations include: 

 

 accountability of hospital management for staying within either staff budgets, or guideline budgets agreed with PHA in performance agreements, and adequate 

hospital financial management to allow for effective control and accountability; 

 oversight by Board and/or Province and monitoring by DPSA/PSC; 

 ensuring that adequate numbers and expertise of staff to perform delegated functions exist in a hospital, or are created by training. 

 employee and union rights specified in the Labour Relations Act 1995. 

 adequate relationships between hospital management and employee representatives, and progress in implementing participative management structures and 

processes prior to granting of certain delegations; 

 general requirements for recommendation and approval functions related to delegated decisions, to be performed by separate individuals.  

 delegated decisions should be taken by an official at least one rank higher than the affected officer except in specified circumstances. 

 ability of the DPSA/PSC or PHA to designated certain classes of staff to whom delegations will not apply. 

 residual powers in terms of the Public Service Act to obtain repayment of irregular expenditure due to inappropriate appointments or payment. 

 

2. General  

 

 Public Service Act, Section 41 (1) allows for designation of authorities to authorise a Departure from the provisions of a regulation under stated circumstances. 

Sections 41 (2) and 42 allows for different regulations and Staff Codes for different Departments, branches of departments, classes of officers and employees or 
particular kinds of employment. 

 Certain PSC functions and powers are likely to be transferred to the DPSA as part of the current transformation process. 

 The “current situation” reflected in the tables may not apply to all provinces as variations in delegations currently exist between provinces.  

 Most suggested delegations may, in the short term, be made under existing conditions concerning the execution of delegations and reporting. Adaptations to 

conditions to improve efficiency and/or flexibility may be made subsequently. 
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3. Definitions: 

 

 Stage refers to suggested stage at which delegations can be made as defined in the National Policy Framework and Framework for Implementation of 

Decentralised Hospital Management. 

 Proposed locations of authority:  

 Institution - hospital managers, (or hospital group/ regional/district managers where inadequate capacity in small hospitals), overseen by Hospital 

Board. Level within hospital or group determined by available ranks and expertise of staff. 

 Ranks of official (eg Director) which are suggested refer to officers in personnel management departments or officers of equivalent rank by whom, or 

under whose control, staff matters are handled. 

 CEO  - chief executive officer of hospital. 

 HOD - Head of a clinical department or other cost centre. 

 PHA - Provincial Health Authority 

 DPSA - Ministry of Public Service Administration. 

 PSC - Public Service Commission (Provincial Service Commission are expected to become redundant). 

 DG - Director General 

 PSAct - Public Service Act, No. 103 of 1994. 

 LRA- Labour Relations Act No. 1877 of 1995. 

 Current Personnel Delegations refer to G1 Delegations as at May 1996. 

 Guidelines: procedures, and numerical or financial limits and targets. Guidelines should allow flexibility to adapt decisions to local circumstances eg by 

specifying a range of acceptable values.  Only when desired decisions will fall outside guidelines should pre-authorisation be required.  

 Monitoring: statistical and financial monitoring; detailed investigation into decisions where required. Comprehensive records must be kept which specify 

reasons for decisions and identify parties who authorised them. Routine reporting systems and requirements should be supplemented by ability to inspect 

records or require special reports, and must avoid unnecessary complexity and duplication. 

 Appeals processes: mechanisms and structures allowing for appeal against unjust decisions made in hospitals. Mechanisms should include enough stages to 

ensure fair employment practices but must avoid unnecessary over-us and delays. 
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1. REMUNERATION 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

1.1   Basic 

conditions of 

service, including 

grading and notch 

systems and PASs 

* Public Sector 

Coordinating  

Bargaining 

Council to 

establish general 

framework of 

conditions of 
employment. 

* Health Sector 

Bargaining 

Chamber to 

establish where 

health workers 

fall within the 

general 

framework, 

subject to PSCBC 
ratification. 

* Central 

Bargaining 
Chamber 

 

 

* Establish Health Sector  Bargaining Council and 

Chamber. 

* Changes to PAS system to allow appropriate grading, 

competency-related criteria and career paths for health 

workers. 

* Ensure adequate health sector managerial and 

planning input into current revision of public service 
bargaining and grading systems. 

* Improved representation of Health Sector  Managers 
and planners in bargaining. 

  

* Coordination with other public service sectors to 

ensure fiscal discipline, and coordination where 

desirable for consistency and to allow mobility between 
Departments.  

 

1.2   Starting  

notch  

* Institution 

(Assistant 
Director) 

* Institution. 

Provincial 

support if 
required. 

* Assess guidelines associated with new grading 

system and ensure appropriateness for hospitals. 

* Define specific competencies associated with notches 
for hospital staff 

* Treasury to delegate power to approve expenditure to 

a hospital or PHA official as appropriate (PSAct 
Section 5 (6) and 37(2)). 

* Guidelines 

* Individual contracts not to undercut minimum 

remuneration reached in collective agreements. 

* Adequate managers to assess competence 

* Formal record motivating appointments above 
minimum notch, and personnel audits by PHA. 

* Probation periods 

 

 

1 
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1.3  Conditions of 

employment  for 

senior managers. 

* PHA * PSC 
* Senior managers to be on conontract posts 

* Current public servants might: 

* be granted extended leave to assume contract 

posts. 

* retain their basic post (eg Deputy Director) as per 

PAS, augmented by performance related bonus or 

short term top-up contract. 

* on ending of contract service: 

   - revert to prior  public service rank/posts 

   - take retirement package 

   - move to equivalent or higher public service posts. 

* No legislative or regulatory change required to create 

contract / top-up contract posts.   

* Directors General can give delegations for this 

(Current  delegations IV/1/a;  Premiers can appoint 

under PS Act Section 17(6).) 

* Treasury exemption (eg to allow delegation of 

authority to non-permanent employees of the public 

sector) or approval of expenditure may be required. 

* May require:  

 -  PSC/ DPSA policy decision (cf PSAct Section  

15(2)) bargained with public servants’ 
representatives;   

 -  changes to benefit systems for current senior 

public sector managers (eg pensions, car schemes) 

to preserve benefits when they take contract 
appointments. 

* Change PASs to create appropriate management 

career paths and remuneration packages recognising 

responsibility and related market salaries. 

* National guidelines set by DoH in consultation with 
other departments and PSC/DPSA. 

* Contract duration generally 3-4 yrs. 

* Regular PHA and Board evaluation. 

* Ability to terminate contract at short notice. 

* Appeals against unfair evaluation/termination via 
LRA mechanisms. 

 

1 
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2. INCENTIVES 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

2.1 Performance 

related  awards 

 

* PHA in 

consultation with 

Board for senior 

management 

 

* CEO/Director, 

in consultation 

with Board, for 

professional and 

other staff 

(individual or 

team/unit). 

 

 

* Effectively no 

performance 

related award 

system functional 

at hospital level 

except for 

minimally 

functioning merit 
system. 

* Provision exists 
for: 

- Cash awards for 

special merit (by 

Assistant 

Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 
equivalent) 

- Awards for 

sustained above-

average 

performance or 

exceptional 

efficiency/ 

achievement (DG 

of DoH or 
Province) 

- Special 
promotion 

- Department 

Specific Awards 

and awards for 

suggestions, 

improvements 

etc. (by Deputy 

*Downward delegation and changes to Public Service 

regulations and Commission recommendations 

allowing financial incentives as per PS Act Section 

37(2). 

*Check current bargaining on performance incentives 

and ensure desirable developments 

*Budget allocation for performance-related awards to 

be set aside for each institution 

*Treasury to delegate power to approve expenditure to 

a hospital or PHA official as appropriate (PS Act 
Section 5(6) and 37(2)) 

*Review Staff Code and regulations related to 
incentives, to ensure appropriateness 

*Guidelines, limits (see existing conditions concerning 

Section III delegations for establishment and extension 
of financial incentive schemes) 

*Explicit performance criteria and documentation of 
basis of awarding individuals’ bonuses 

*Consultation with Hospital Board 

*Immediate reporting to PHA 

*Workplace fora to  be consulted on criteria for 

discretionary bonuses (currently bargained in Central 
Chamber).  See Labour Relations Act Section 84(1) 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

DG or 

equivalent) 

- Cash awards for 

educational 

achievement (by 

Personnel 
Practitioner) 

2.2 Extension of 

incentive schemes 

annually where  

guidelines remain 

unchanged.  

* CEO  

* PHA for 

schemes 

benefiting senior 
managers 

Heads of 

institutions in 

Schedules 1 and 2 

of PSAct. 

(Directors 
General) 

 * Written evaluation  of schemes at least once every two 

years and written authorisation of extension 

1 

2.3 Establishment 

of new financial 

incentive schemes 

* Institution with 

PHA approval 

* PHA for 

schemes 

benefiting senior 
managers 

 * Downward delegation/ possible amendment of 

regulations and/or  PS Act Schedules 

* Adaptation of conditions concerning execution and 

reporting of current delegation (See Remuneration 
Delegations)  

* Differentiate between short term management 

contracts and long term appointees in designing 
systems, where appropriate. 

* Guidelines, reporting, audit and evaluation to ensure 

consistency within public service where appropriate and 

financial control (cf conditions attached to current 
delegation II.1/A) 

* Appropriate consultation with employees in setting up 
scheme. 

 

2 -3 for 

customi

-sed 

instituti-

onal 

level 
schemes 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

2.4 Overtime  

work.                       

 

 

 

2.4.1 Authorisation 

of  performance of 

remunerated 
overtime 

2.4.2 Payment of 

overtime/ on call 
allowances                

2.4.3 Setting 

overtime and 
standby rates    

 

2.4.4 Setting limits 

for extra duties and 

total remuneration 

(within guidelines) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Institution 

(CEO/Director) 

 

- Institution 
(Deputy Director) 

 

- Central                 

 

- Central for most 

staff 

- CEO for 

designated staff 
eg  doctors 

Some confusion  

exists at hospital 

level around 

overtime payment 

under different 
agreements. 

 

 

- Chief Director    

 

 

 

 

- Central  

 

* Increase delegation where appropriate 

* Review of regulations and codes affecting overtime 
and standby for possible revision. 

* Clarify new overtime and standby arrangements with 

doctors, especially with relation to extremely long 
overtime and standby duties. 

* Hospital (personnel) budget 

* Guidelines and limits on overtime bargained centrally 
and sensitive to requirements for certain staff classes. 

*  Reporting of information requested by PHA, PSC or 
DPSA 

1, for 

clinical 
staff 
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3. DETERMINATION OF ORGANISATION AND ESTABLISHMENT 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

3.1 Creation of 

posts  (including 

role playing 
posts) 

* For lower level  

posts: 

CEO/Deputy 

Director 

 

* For senior 

posts: 

 

- Clinical: 

CEO/Deputy 

Director 

 

-  Managerial: 

CEO/Deputy 

Director 

 

-  CEO:  PHA 

* Non-

managerial posts: 

Provincial SC/ 

Director 

Personnel 

Management or 

equivalent 

* Managerial 

echelon: PSC /  

DG of DoH or 
Province 

 

 

 

* Downward delegation 

* Review regulations, Staff Code and conditions 

attached to current delegation to reduce unnecessary 
restrictions 

* Limit requirements for work-study. Apply formal 

work study when: 

- requested by hospital / district/ PHA 

- part of monitoring/ evaluation 

* Increase ability of hospitals to create role-playing 
posts 

 

* Within current and projected staff budget. If new 

posts will  require increased funding outside budget 

guidelines, PHA authorisation required. 

* Guidelines on skill and staff mix required at certain 

levels of hospital, and application of work study 

principles, where appropriate: PHA preauthorisation  
required when outside guidelines. 

* Monitoring and reporting requirements to PHA/ PSC/ 
DPSA as per current delegations. 

* CEO to have at least Deputy Director rank (or 
equivalent) 

* Consultation with Board 

* Regional , District or PHA support for small  hospitals 

1 

3.2  Abolition of 

posts 

*Institution/ 
CEO. 

* As for 

delegations on 

creation of posts  

* As for delegations on creation of posts * PHA approval for abolition of large proportions of 
posts only 

* Consultation with workplace fora on staff 
establishment change, as under  LRA Section 84 (1) 

1 

3.3 Employment 

of personnel in 

addition to fixed 

establishment 

(temporary staff) 

* CEO/Director * Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 

equivalent 

* Increased delegation 

 

* Conditional on execution of delegations and reporting 

as for current delegation. 

1 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

3.4 Determination 

of contracts for 

contract staff 
(including 

contracts with 

private medical 

practitioners) 

 

* Institution if 

conforms to   

standard 

guidelines 
adequate. 

 

 

 * Treasury delegation for approval of contract 

appointments 

* Reduction of constraints imposed by Commission’s 
salary recognition bases may be required. 

* Modify Commission recommendations if necessary 
for particular contracts. (See PSAct Section 15) 

* Training of hospital managers 

* Guidelines on contract specifications. Standard 

contract format outlines for certain types of contract. 

* PHA or legal opinion/ support if non-standard 
contract 

* Reporting, monitoring or inspections as per current 
delegations and PSAct. 

1 

 

4. APPOINTMENTS 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

4.1  Decision to fill 

post 

* Institution.  *DG or Premier * Change cabinet ruling * Clear budget and projections 

* Provincial and National guidelines for scarce staff 

categories. 

* Competent CEO/ Superintendent / Secretary 

1 

4.2  Advertising * Institution * Institution * Allow relaxation of regulations and practices where 

these may lead to inefficiency eg.                                    

- requirement to advertise in public sector first;              

- restrictions on hospital ability to develop and place 

advertisements themselves when this is efficient            

- inability to advertise post with relaxed requirements 

before has been advertised with prescribed 

requirements (Current delegations IV(15)). 

* Basic guidelines 1 

4.3  Short listing * As for post 
creation 

* Province if 
promotion post. 

* Nil or increased delegation. * Guidelines on procedures to ensure fair labour 

practices, and written records of  decision criteria. (see 

also current Personnel Delegations VIII/1 [a] 9-14) 

1 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

4.4  Selection/ 

interviewing            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Institution: 

appropriate  PHA 

representation for 

senior staff (eg 

Director or 

above) 

* Institution  for 

senior 

professionals           

* Institution for 

lower 
appointments 

* Province 

 

 

* Institution 

 

 

*Institution 

* Ensure delegation. 

* Modify conditions attached to delegation is required 
for improved effectiveness. 

* Guidelines on: 

- composition of selection committees, to ensure 

appropriate representation of hospital managers of 

appropriate ranks, other staff, Boards, PHA and 

academic institutions. (cf  current Personnel 

Delegations VIII/1 [a] Conditions 12-13). 

- procedures to be followed.   

* Adequate records of reasons for eliminations, basic 

reporting requirements and monitoring. (cf current 

delegations VIII/1[a] conditions). 

* Assistance from region or province if requested. 

1 

4.5  Power of 

Appointment # 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

#  Includes part 

time appointments 

and acceptance of 

certificates and 

documents 

 

* PHA ratifies 

Board/CEO 

recommendation 

for  Senior 

management and 

professionals 

(above Director 

or equivalent 
level) 

 

* Institution for 

middle managers, 

junior 

professionals and 
lower level staff 

 

* Province (DG 

for management 
echelon) 

 

 

 

 

* Institution 

(Personnel 

Practitioner or 

equivalent, or 

official at least 

one rank higher 

than appointee) 

* Nil or increased delegation. MEC as executing 

authority can delegate power of appointment to an 

officer (PSAct Section 9). 

* Ensure appropriate Treasury delegation to hospital or  

PHA level, of power to approve expenditure associated 

with appointment (PSAct Section 5 (6) and 37(2)). 

* Consider longer term change to PSAct (Section 

11(2)) restrictions on ability to appoint outside 

candidate if a “satisfactory” official is available within 

the service. 

* Check significance of  Staff Code B.VII and 

annexures for hospital management. 

* Labour representatives may request referral of final 

appointment decision to higher level (eg CEO rather 

than head of hospital department. 

* Guidelines eg minimum or relative rank of appointing 

officer; probation periods. 

* Monitoring :  reporting requirements as for current 

delegation , with modification if desirable. 

* Ultimate ability of Head of Department or 

commission to terminate inappropriate appointment in 

terms of Public Service Act Section 17 (2)-(4). 

*Limited appeals processes. eg Provincial or PSC 

ombudsman, augmented by LRA mechanisms. 

* Sessional work by categories of clinical professionals 

to be considered separately from other categories of 

hospital staff.  Specific agreements and guidelines may 

need to be concluded with unions to avoid undesirable 

casualisation of labour. 

1 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

4.6 Contract  

-appointments  

-reappointments/ 

extension of 

contract period 

- conversion to 

permanent 

appointment 

* CEO 

* PHA and Board 

for senior  

managerial 
appointments 

 

* DG of DoH, or  

Province DG for 

management 

echelon 

* Personnel 

Practitioner  or 

person one rank 

higher than 

candidate for 

non-managerial 
staff 

* Nil or increased delegation 

* May be necessary to change current conditions 

attached to delegation, eg. reduce restrictions on 

remuneration for certain contract appointments; modify 

requirement that officers’ promotion opportunities 

should not be compromised by contract extension to 
allow extension if contractor is the best candidate. 

* May be necessary to modify educational qualification 
and experience requirements for certain contract posts 

 

* National guidelines for contracts set by DoH in 

consultation with other departments and PSC/DPSA 

* Reporting and monitoring 

* Contract duration limited (maximum 3 years) 

* Regular PHA and Board evaluation. 

* Appointments to be made on probation/ ability to 

terminate contract at short notice. 

* Appeals against evaluation/termination via LRA and / 
or  PSAct mechanisms. 

* Other conditions attached to current delegation IV/1/a, 
and IV/11, adapted where appropriate. 

1 

4.7 Relaxation of 

appointment 

requirements 

prescribed in 

PASs 

*Institution * Director: 

Personnel 

Management, or 

equivalent 

* Downward delegation to hospital level. 

* Possible relaxation of requirement that any person 

with prescribed requirements must be appointed ahead 
of even a better candidate without formal requirements. 

* Ensure adequate flexibility in weighting experience 
against educational qualification under Staff Code. 

* Reporting and monitoring 

* Current conditions attached to delegation, subject to 
modification. 

1 

4.8 Appointment 

of former officials 

or other persons 

discharged on 

medical grounds 

* Institution * Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 
equivalent 

* Downward delegation * Conditions as per current delegation. 1 

4.9 Granting  an 

individual  a 

higher salary than 

provided for in 

salary recognition 
bases (“buy offer”) 

* Institution * Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 
equivalent 

* Clarify position for management echelon and ensure 
appropriate delegation. 

* Modification of conditions attached to current 
delegation may be desirable. 

* Clear guidelines to avoid inconsistencies with overall 

personnel policies: modified or current conditions 

attached to existing  delegation. 

 * Reporting and monitoring. 

1 

4.10 Employment 

out of adjustment 

* Institution 

(CEO/ Assistant 
Director) 

* As for contract 

appointments 
above. 

* Downward delegation for management echelon * As per conditions attached to current delegation, with 

modification if desirable. 

1 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

4.11  Joint 

appointments 

* CEO with 

concurrence of 
Dean 

* PHA / 

University 

Ensure delegation Monitoring, guidelines and selection process as for 

other appointments. 

1 

4.12 Employment 

of personnel in 

addition to fixed 

establishment 

(Temporary 

appointments 

including casual 

appointments) 
 

As for 

appointments 
above. 

 

 

* Director: 

Personnel 

management or 

equivalent  

* Ensure delegation 

* Need for employment of officers in addition to fixed 

establishment should be reduced as establishments 
become less rigid and are constrained only by budget. 

* Conditional on execution of delegations and reporting 

as for current delegation Section I (2). 

* Any other guidelines required to avoid excessive 

casualisation, or to create exceptions to current 

conditions where these prove inefficient. 

* Workplace forum consultation (see LRA Section 
84(1)) 

1 

4.13 Specification 

of  probation 

period  

 

* For  officials who 

are promoted or 

transferred but who 

lack specified 

qualification 

criteria or whose 

competence is not 

certain 

* New entrants 

 

 

 

* Institution 

 

 

  

 

* Public Service Act Section 13 allows for a 12 month 

probation period for all appointments, transfers and 
promotions. 

* Change Public Service regulations / Commission 

directives to allow greater use of probationary period 
when required. 

 

 

* Guidelines 

*  Conditions defined in Public Service Act Section 13 

1 
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5. JOB DESCRIPTIONS,  COMPETENCY CRITERIA AND STANDARDS 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

 

 

 

* Central  

definition of 

basic, flexible 

guidelines, grades 

and associated 

competencies and 
qualifications. 

* Institution 

places individuals 

within grading 

system and 

negotiates 

specific job 

descriptions with 

individuals. 

 

 

* Detailed, 

centrally 

determined PAS. 

Rigid with few 

exceptions. 

Strong emphasis 

on seniority and 

certain formal 

qualifications. 

* Some ability to 

create role 

playing posts and 

instruct officers 

to temporarily 

perform duties 

not normally 

associated with 

their post. (PSAct 

Section 32) 

* Change or replace PAS system to make descriptions 

health specific and determine a framework based on 

competencies, multi-skilling and flexible job 
descriptions.  

* Coordinate with SA Qualifications Authority, unions 

and other stakeholders to establish effective criteria for 

establishing competency are required. 

* Clear guidelines 

* Record keeping and reporting 

* Appeals mechanisms, including those established by 
LRA. 

* General checks and balances as for appointments and 
evaluation procedures. 

1, as per 

PASs 

 

6.  EVALUATION 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

6.1 Setting 

criteria 

* Institution.  

*  PHA for senior 
managers 

* Central for 

merit system.  

* Train hospital managers in performance appraisal. 

* Change meriting system to allow more flexibility eg. 

increase number of award categories, output orientation 

and more applicability to all levels of staff. 

* Agreed by HOD and staff member and clearly 

defined. 

* Guidelines (cf LRA Section 84(1) criteria for merit 

increases) 

 

2 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

6.2 Decision not to 

assess individual 

in a given year 

* Institution 

(Deputy Director) 

* Deputy 

Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 
equivalent. 

* Downward delegation * Guidelines 

* Reporting requirement 

 

1 

6.3  Performance 

appraisal 

* Institution.  

*  PHA, in 

consultation with 

Board, for senior 
managers 

*HOD 

 

* Downward delegation  

* Training of hospital managers in performance 

appraisal. 

* Change to meriting rules to allow appropriate 
flexibility. 

* Provide budget for  merit awards 

* Staff and /or merit award budget 

*Guidelines eg on composition of merit committees and 

transparency of assessment processes 

* Appeals process 

1 

6.4 Composition 

of  meriting 

committees and 

Academic 

Advisory 

Committees 

 

* Institution 

(Director) 

* Region or PHA 

for smaller 

hospitals and 

senior manager 

assessments. 

* Province for 

senior  managers 

* Province/ 

Deputy Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 

equivalent. 

* Review of Staff Code (see Code B.X and Annexure 

A) relating to composition of merit committees to 

meriting rules to allow flexibility appropriate to 
hospital level meriting. 

 

 

* Guidelines (cf conditions covering current delegation 

and Staff Code B.X and Annexure A.) 

 

1 

6.5 Acceptance of 

findings of merit 

committees 

* CEO 

* Province for 
senior  managers  

* Chief director   * Guidelines and budget. 1 

6.6  Ability to 

extend 

probationary 

period 

* Institution 

(Assistant 

Director) as for 

power of 

appointment. 

* Province / 

Assistant Director 

Personnel 

Management or 

equivalent 

* Change Public Service Regulations and Codes. 

PSAct Section 13 allows for  probation in all cases. 

* Guidelines, reporting and appeals procedure (cf PSAct 

Section 13 (3-4) and conditions applied to current 
delegation) 

1 
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7. MOBILITY ARRANGEMENTS (PROMOTION AND TRANSFERS) 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

7.1  Promotion/ 

transfer to 

higher ranks/ 

gradings for 

which an officer 

or contract 

employee 

qualifies. 

(Including officers 

who qualify but 

whose 

appointment has 

not yet been 

confirmed for 

reasons unrelated 

to work 
performance) 

* CEO/ Director 

* PHA + Board 
for senior  staff 

* CEO, PHA, 

Board and Dean 

for joint  

appointments 

*Province: (DGs 

for management 

echelon; 

Assistant 

Director. 

Personnel 

Management or 

equivalent for 
other posts) 

* Ensure delegation in terms of executing authorities’ 
ability to delegate according to PSAct Section 9. 

 

* Guidelines and reporting requirements (cf conditions 

attached to current Personnel Delegations VIII/ 1[c], [d] 

and [e].)  

* probation periods if competency not assured. 

* Board and  PHA approval for senior  staff 

* Appeals procedure 

1 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

7.2 Promotion/ 

transfer to a 

vacant post. 

 

 

 

* Institution 

(Assistant 
director). 

* PHA on 

recommendation 

from Institution 

and Board in case 

of senior 
managers. 

* DGs for 

management 
echelon. 

* Assistant 

Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 

equivalent. 

 

* Increase delegation. 

* Ensure promotion based on merit, not simply in 
“turn” as suggested in current delegations.  

* Treasury to delegate power to approve expenditure to 

a hospital or PHA official as appropriate (PSAct 
Section 5 (6) and 37(2)). 

* Review aspects of current Staff Code, PASs and 

conditions attached to current delegation VIII/1/[a] for 

possible change to improve efficiency eg promotion 

according to merit/ preferential lists or other uniform 

assessment instruments applied across the public 

service; restrictions on appointing contract employees;  

requirements of certain PASs for advertisement 

throughout the public service; appropriateness of 
current prescribed qualifications for hospital managers. 

* Review Staff Code B.VII Annexure C and assess 
need for amendment. 

* Consider amendment to PSAct Section 11(2) (b) to 

ensure that appointment is not precluded for non-

officers who are best qualified for a position when a 
“satisfactory” officer is available. 

* Guidelines, reporting ad monitoring as per modified 

conditions attached to delegations VIII/1/[a] and VIII/2. 

* Relaxation of qualification criteria, and consideration 

of candidates who have not completed formal training 

courses, to be governed as suggested in 7.3 below and 

current personnel delegations VIII.2. 

1 

7.3 Relaxation of 

educational 

qualifications 

prescribed for 

transfer to a 

specific 

occupational 

class. 

* Institution 

(Director) 

* PHA on 

recommendation 

from Institution 

and Board in case 

of senior 
managers. 

* Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 

equivalent. 

* Consider modification of current conditions attached 

to delegation VIII/2 [e] to ensure most competent 
candidate can be appointed. 

 1 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

7.4 Promotion/ 

transfer of officers 

still in a 

temporary 

capacity, to higher 

ranks 

* Institution 

(Assistant 
Director) 

* PHA on 

recommendation 

from Institution 

and Board for 

senior  managers. 

* Assistant 

Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 
equivalent. 

* Downward delegation 

* Review conditions and measures in various PASs, 

and conditions where no provisions are made in PASs, 

for appropriateness. (see conditions applying to current 
delegation  VIII.3) 

* Guidelines and reporting requirements (cf current 

delegation VIII.3) 

1 

7.5 Changing of 

designations 

including medical 

dental and  

nursing personnel 

* Institution 

(Assistant 
Director) 

* DGs for 

management 
echelon. 

* Assistant 

Director: 

Personnel or 

equivalent 

* Ensure delegation 

* Review conditions and Staff Code applying to 

delegation VIII.7 and revise if necessary to improve 
efficiency. 

* Conditions attached to current delegation, modified if 

necessary. 

1 

7.6 Reversion to 

rank held before 

transfer / 

promotion 

 

* Institution 

(Deputy Director) 

if at officer’s own 
request 

* Institution 

(Director) after 

unsuccessful 
probation period. 

* PHA on Board 

and Institution  

recommendation  
for senior staff. 

* Deputy 

director: 

Personnel 

Management or 

equivalent if at 
officer’s request 

* Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 

equivalent for 

unsuccessful 
probation 

* Increased delegation * Guidelines (cf current delegations VIII.8 [a] and [b]) 

* Appeals mechanisms (cf LRA and PSAct Section 35) 

* Reporting and monitoring (cf current delegation) 

* Mechanisms to facilitate transfer to post equivalent to 

that held prior to promotion or transfer. 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

7.7  Progression 

to higher notches 

or withholding of 

increase 

 

* Institution 

* PHA on 

recommendation 

from Institution 

and Board in case 

of senior 
managers. 

* Previously 

mostly automatic  

annual notch 

increases based 
on seniority 

* New grading 

system is more 

performance and 

competence 

based 

* Define competency criteria for health workers within 

new grading system 

* Implement new grading system 

* Ensure adequate delegation for effective meriting/ 
performance assessment 

* Performance evaluation  guidelines, procedures and 

structures at hospital level.  

* Training of staff in appropriate assessment of  
performance 

* Appeals procedures. 

* Monitoring: personnel audits by PHA 

1 

7.8  Number of 

notches increase 

* Institution 

(CEO/Assistant 

Director) 

* PHA on 

recommendation 

from Institution 

and Board for 
senior managers. 

 * Define competency and performance criteria for 
health workers in a new grading system 

* Implement new grading system 

* Ensure adequate delegation, and reduction of 

restrictions on  increases for excellent performance and 
setting of performance criteria.  

* Treasury to delegate approval of expenditure to 
hospital/ PHA officials (PSAct Section 5 (6) and 37(2)) 

* Performance evaluation  guidelines, procedures and 
structures at hospital level. 

* Training of staff in appropriate assessment of  
competency 

* Appeals procedures. 

 * Monitoring: personnel audits by PHA 

1 

7.9 Horizontal 

transfers of 

consenting staff to 

each others’ 

equivalent  posts 

at another 

hospital or public 

service office 

* CEOs 

 

* PSC / Province * Delegation of authority to transfer can be delegated 

by MEC under PSAct Section 9. 

* Section 11 (1)a of PSAct may have to be amended, as 

transfer without advertising of posts may be considered 

to prejudice other candidates. Section 11(b) seems,  

however, to allow PSC to make recommendations / 

directions which could allow direct transfer. Thus, 

changes to regulations and delegations may be 
sufficient. Legal opinion required. 

* Consider amendment to PSAct 14(d) requiring 

Commission recommendation for transfers among 

national and provincial departments, if this leads to 
significant inefficiencies. 

* Approval  of persons in other institutions/department 

empowered to transfer to be obtained. These officials to 

ensure that no other person within their institution who 

qualifies for the positions is unfairly prejudiced. 

* Approval  of employees. 

* Guidelines. 

* Reporting and monitoring by PHAs. 

 

1 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

7.10 Secondments * CEOs /Director 

for inter-hospital 
secondments 

* PHA for 

interprovincial, 

interdepartmental 

or PHA - hospital 

secondments. 

* Assistant 

Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 
equivalent 

* Increase delegation 

* Review conditions applied to current delegations 

(VIII. 9 [a-c] and VIII.10) for possible adaptation to 
increase efficiency. 

 

 

* Guidelines (see Public Service Act Section 15) 

 

1 

7.11 Employment 

out of adjustment 

* Institution 

(CEO/ Assistant 
Director) 

* PHA on 

recommendation 

from Institution 

and Board for 
senior  managers 

 

* Assistant 

Director: 

Personnel 

Management, or 

equivalent. 

* Increase delegation 

* Need for employment out of adjustment should 

decline when hospital managers have greater freedom 
to change staff establishments. 

* Guidelines (see conditions attached to current 

delegation VIII.11 and PSAct Section 14) 

*  Reporting and monitoring 

1 

7.12 Protective 

promotion of 

officers 

 

 

* Institution 
(CEO/ Director) 

* PHA on 

commendation 

from Institution 

and Board in case 

of senior 
managers. 

* Chief Director 
or equivalent 

* Increased delegation * Guidelines as per current delegation VIII.14 

* Reporting and monitoring 

1 

7.13 Back Dating 

of promotion 

* Chief Director * Chief Director 

(or equivalent) 

* Nil * As for current delegation VIII.15  
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8. TERMINATION OF SERVICES  (see Section 10 below for discharge due to misconduct)  

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

8.1 Termination 

of probationary 

service 

* Institution 

(Director) 

* Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 
equivalent 

* Downward delegation 

* PSAct  ( Sections 12 (3) a , and 12 (5)b, may require 

amendment if less Commission involvement in A 

division terminations seems desirable and Commission 
fails to provide appropriate standing recommendations. 

* PSAct section 13, LRA Schedule 8. 

* Conditions attached to current delegation (IX.1) 

1 

8.2 Discharge due  

to:  

-   abolition of 

post, 

reorganisation or 

adjustment of 

office 

-   interests of the 

public service, 

including 

increased 

efficiency or 

economy 

-  unfitness to 

perform duties or 

incapacity to 

perform them 

efficiently 

-  continued ill 

health 

* Institution 

(Director) 

* PHA in cases of 

substantial 

redundancy eg  

due to downsizing 

of public service 

or operational 
reorganisation. 

* PHA for senior 
managers 

 

* Provincial or 

DoH DG 

 

* PSAct Section 17 (1-2) refer. 

-  MEC, as executing authority, may delegate power 
to officers.  

- Discharge of A division officer first requires a 

recommendation by the PSC under Section 17 

1(c) and procedures set out in Section 18. These 

requirements may require streamlining (eg via 

issue of standing recommendations) or  
amendment. 

* Review Staff Code B.XV and modify if necessary. 

* LRA Schedule 8 refers. 

* Training and adequate support for hospital managers. 

 

* Guidelines, compatible with LRA Schedule 8 and 

subject to collective agreements eg on right-sizing the 
public service. 

* Consultation with unions, workplace fora and affected 
employees (see LRA Sections 84 and 189). 

* Guidelines specifying procedures to  ensure that 

possibilities for transferring an employee to alternative 

workplaces have been adequately explored prior to 

discharge in cases of redundancy due to organisational 

change. 

* Appeal mechanisms. 

* Records, reporting and  monitoring by PSC/DPSA. 

 

2 

8.3 Discharge and 

appointment in 

place of employee 

absent without 

leave. 

 

* CEO 

 * Consider change to current guidelines and PSAct 

Section 17(5) (a) to allow discharge in less than 1 
month under certain conditions. 

*Guidelines. 

* Reemployment of officers who absconded under  

certain conditions (cf current delegations IV.14 and 

PSAct Section 17(5) (b)) 

1 for > 

1 month 

2 for 

shorter 
absence 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

8.4 Retirement 

due to: 

-  request of 

officer for early 

retirement 

(Section 16(6)(a) 

of PSAct) 

- Compulsory 

early retirement 

after the age of 60 

(Section 16 (4) of  

PSAct 

 

 

* PHA on 

recommendation 
of  institution. 

 

 

* DG of province 

or DoH 

 

 

 

* Change PSAct Section 17(c)  requirement for PSC 

recommendation, or standing recommendations on 
certain types of discharge  may be desirable. 

* Review Staff Code B.XV/II and amend if required. 

 

 

 

* Guidelines as per Staff Code, amended if necessary. 

* Reporting (cf Current delegations IX.2-3) 

 

2 
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9. LABOUR RELATIONS MANAGEMENT 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

9.1. General 

requirements 

 

  
In conjunction with unions and DPSA: 

* Establish Health Sector Bargaining Council consistent 

with  LRA Sections 37-38. 

* Workplace fora:  

      - Reach agreement on guideline definitions of  

workplaces in the health sector which are 

appropriate for effective hospital  labour relations 

management 

       - Enable establishment and function of  Workplace 

Forums consistent with LRA Sections 78-90. 

* Create capacity and mechanisms (eg statutory 

councils,  other accredited agencies) for effective 

conciliation, mediation and arbitration of disputes, 

in consultation with unions and CCMA. 

* Essential services: establish relevant structures, 

procedures and definitions of essential services for 

use by hospital managers, consistent with LRA 

Sections 71-75. 

  

9.2 Complaints 
HOD -> CEO Hospital 

manager. 

Nil.   
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

9.3 Grievances/ 

disputes 

(Individual or 

collective) 

Institution  

 ->PHA 

Institution -> 

PHA-> PSC 

* Streamline current grievance procedures, in a manner 

consistent with LRA, to resolve most issues at hospital 

level and reduce delays through referral to many layers 

of bureaucracy, eg delegate authority to institution to 

notify individual in writing that their grievance is being 

investigated, provide a list of individuals from which 

the individual can choose one person to investigate the 

grievance and power to appoint a chosen investigator 

(cf Public Service Regulation A.22) 

* Ensure effective implementation of essential services 
mechanisms  established by LRA. 

* Training / support for managers and employees to 
avoid unnecessary referrals.  

* Consider amendment to PSAct Section 35 if the right 

to approach the PSC to express complaints or 

grievances by this route becomes redundant or 

inefficient relative to alternatives established by the 

LRA. 

* Provisions of LRA and PSAct 

* Employee agreement 

* Board may play a role in dispute resolution. 

 

1 

 

10.  DISCIPLINE 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

10.1  Verbal and 

written warnings 

* CEO (+Dean) 

* PHA for senior 
managers 

* Institution * Nil * Guidelines, record keeping, monitoring. (cf LRA 

Schedule 8 (5)) 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

10.2  Suspension 

without 

emoluments 

 

* CEO 

* PHA for CEO/ 
senior managers 

* Province * Downward delegation (PSAct section 22(7)allows for 

suspension at any stage in misconduct proceedings). 

 

* Guidelines, appeals, mediation / arbitration.  

* Board may play a conciliatory, mediatory or other role 
in disciplinary procedures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

10.3  Discharge 

for misconduct  

 

* CEO 

* PHA for senior 

managers 

* Province * Downward delegation. ( PSAct Section 17 1/a, 1/b 

power to discharge officer or employee rests with MEC 
(who may delegate) or  a DG.) 

* Charge of misconduct system as set out in  PSAct  

Sections 20-27 should be replaced by a simplified, 

quicker system, especially in clear cases, with residual 

ability to appeal to PSC/ DPSA (cf  PSAct Section 26). 

Collective agreements with unions should be reached 

which are consistent with LRA Sections 187- 88 and 
the Code of  Good Practice, Schedule 8. 

* PSC recommendation prior to discharge of division A 

officers, is not required for discharge due to 

misconduct (PSAct Section 17(1)(c)). 

* Guidelines on dismissal  for misconduct, including 

rights of appeal. 

* Adequate training of hospital officials. 

* Record keeping, reporting and monitoring.  

 

10.4   Appeal 

against 

disciplinary 

action. 

* DPSA/ PSC  * PSAct Section 26 refers.  Commission decisions to 

allow appeals should be carefully considered and avoid 

inefficiency or abuse of the system.  
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11. HOSPITAL HUMAN RESOURCE / PERSONNEL PLANNING AND POLICY 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

11.1  Policy 

setting and 

planning 

 

* Institution in 

consultation with 
province 

* Province * Ensure adequate delegation and communication to 

allow effective hospital level policy making and 

planning and input into PHA and national level policy 
and planning.  

* Clear objectives for hospital , service plans and budget 

projections agreed with PHA. 

* Guidelines 
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12. TRAINING AND  DEVELOPMENT 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

12.1 

 

* Identification  of 

relevant courses 

and authorisation 

to attend. 

 

* Authorisation of 

financial assistance 
to trainees. 

 

* Approval  of 

thesis/ dissertation 

topics for  staff 

receiving financial 
assistance 

 

* Provision of 
training 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Institution 

 

 

* CEO 

 

 

* Institution 

 

 

* Institution.  

* Ability to use 

PHA Training 

Dept/ other public 

or private sector 

courses for 

training which is 

complex, 

specialised or has 

economies of 
scale or scope. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* DGs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Training budget held by institution with freedom to 

choose any training courses most suited to hospital 

requirements, whether inside or outside conventional 
public service training units. 

* More appropriate curriculae, especially for 

management related courses. 

* Revision of training structures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Guidelines 

* Training budgets 

* Monitoring 

* Support from PHA Training Unit 

 

1 
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

12.2  Extension of 

normal training 

periods and 

associated 

probationary 

periods in 

deserving cases. 

* Institution 

(CEO/ Assistant 
Director) 

 

* Assistant 

Director: 

Personnel 

Management 

*  Ensure delegation * Guidelines 

* Monitoring 

* Conditions concerning extension of training periods in 

current delegations X.2. 

1 

12.3 

Authorisation of  

study leave and 

official leave to 

attend 

conferences 

 

* CEO 

  * Guidelines 

* Monitoring 

1 

 

13.  STAFF WELFARE FUNCTIONS 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

13.1 Leave  
 

* sick leave 

 
* maternity leave 

 

* unpaid leave for 

more than six 
months 

 

* Institution 

 

* Institution 

 

* Institution 

 

* HOD 

 

* Ensure increased ability to grant maternity leave and 
employ temporary staff during maternity leave. 

 

* Guidelines and limits(cf Public Service Regulations 
C3, C12 and the Staff code) 

1 

13.2 Occupational 

health and safety 

 

* Institution *No official posts 

available. 

* Create appropriate posts/ structures in PAS.   
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Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

13.3 Allowances 

for travel and 

subsistence while 

on hospital 

business. 

* Hospital 

Finance manager/ 

secretary/ cost 

centre manager 

* Institution * Modify staff codes and regulations if desirable. 

 

* Guidelines and monitoring 

 

 

13.4 Determining 

policy on,  and 

authorising 

relocation 

payment for new 

or transferred 

personnel. 

* Hospital 

personnel Dept. 

* Institution. No 

restrictions thus 

can be 
unaffordable. 

* Change regulations to make allowance a privilege not 

a right. 

* Guidelines 

 

1 

13.5 Identification 

of work weeks 

* CEO/ HOD * HOD  

 

* Guidelines 

 

 

13.6 Stipulation of 

meal times  

* CEO * Province * Delegate downwards.  1 

13.7 Official 

accommodation 

* Ability to assign 

and reassign  

 

*Authority to 

allow  sub -letting. 

 

 

* Institution 
(Deputy Director) 

 

* CEO/Deputy 
Director 

 

 

* Institution 

 

* Provincial 

Works Dept. No 

funds accrue to 
hospital. 

* Change regulations for hospital control and revenue 

retention. 

* Guidelines 1 
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14.  DETERMINATION OF CONDUCT 
 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

14.1  Permission 

to perform 

remunerative 

employment 

outside the public 

service and 

permission to 

retain all or part 

of proceeds.  

* CEO * Province/ 

Assistant 

Director: 

Personnel 

Management or 

equivalent. 

* Downward delegation 

* Alter Staff Code D.XVIII and regulations on limited 

private practice as appropriate in terms of current 
policy. 

* Provincial policy guidelines and Staff Code , amended 

if necessary. 

* Public Service Act Section 30. 

* Reporting and monitoring. 

1-2 

 

15. PAYROLL ADMINISTRATION 

 

Functional area 

 

Proposed 

location 

of authority 

Current 

situation 

Changes required. Proposed checks and balances  Stage 

15.1   

Administration 

 

15.2 Issuing of 

cheques 

 

15.3 Control and 

monitoring 

 

* PERSAL  

 

* Province 

 

* CEO/ personnel 
manager 

 

 

 

 

* Improved responsiveness of PERSAL system to 

allow use of information by hospital managers and to 

accommodate rapid changes in personnel employment. 

All hospitals to have on-line link with PERSAL. 

 

* Monitoring and performance targets for  PERSAL 

 

 


